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Abstract:

TOHA is Key Hardened Function designed in the general spirit of sequential memory-hard function which based on secure cryptographic hash function, the idea behind its design is to make it harder for an attacker to perform some generic attacks and to make it costly as well, TOHA can be used for deriving keys from a master password or generating keys with length of 256-bit to be used in other algorithm schemes, general approach is to use a password and a salt like a normal scheme plus other parameters, and you can think of the salt as an index into a large set of keys derived from the same password, and of course you don’t need to hide the salt to operate.

Introduction:

Storing passwords is really hard mechanism to handle. Because storing passwords in a plaintext format will allow any attacker to get into users account immediately, and now a days developers tend to store passwords in 'hashed' format by injecting passwords into a hashing functions, and just storing the hash that come out of it, But also this technique is not safe from a security perspective and that’s because there is an trivial attack and that’s a ‘rainbow table’ attack and it’s simply pre-calculated tables with the passwords on plaintext format mapped to its digests based on a specific algorithm and it can be found easily on the internet and it’s so fast, So we are introducing a new function called “TOHA” and it’s simply a function that will take a password and turn it to digest with specific length but this time this function will take number of arguments to work and it will make it hard and costly to an attacker to perform some attacks like the rainbow table attack, This function is a one-way function, the Idea behind this function is injecting the user password into a function with different number of rounds to make it hard to an attacker to preform brute-force attack, And that’s because the time it will take the attacker to check every single candidate will increase, in other words the rate between every password guessing is really important, and that’s simply because this function will slow up the password generation of the hashed passwords.

Related Work:

In this section we describe the related work of some of the current schemes of deriving keys from passwords and what is the strong and week points in a perspective of the features of TOHA function.

Bcrypt[]:

Bcrypt uses a block cipher (blowfish) to create the underlying compression function[1], it’s used to create digests for password in slower mechanism to defend against the generic attacks, So this is the strong point in Bcrypt, and Bcrypt depends heavily on access to a table which is constantly altered through the algorithm execution, and this is very fast on PC, much less on GPU or FPGAs, where memory is shared and all cores compete for control of the internal memory bus, but in TOHA it’s different in a sense that
TOHA is not dependent on any tables it relays on the data that come out of the processing mechanism, so if an adversary try to crack the round function he will have to do the calculation and then try to use the produced value that come out of the round function and then use it, so the states will be different every time in perspective of the round function results.

PBKDF2[]:

PBKDF2 is password based key derivation function that published by RSA laboratories in PKCS5[2] and its used to make the password generation mechanism really slow to defend against brute force attacks, PBKDF2 is based on HMAC Construction using HMAC-SHA1[2] and then invoke it many times as specified by the iteration parameters, While in TOHA it’s different it’s not about invoking the construction many times, in a sense that the pre-processing of the parameter need it to inject it to the round function, so the adversary can’t distribute it easily on parallel design, when PBKDF2 can be disrepute on GPU that do parallel cracking, and in PBKDF2 useless processing of data involving XOR operation SHA1(P ⊕ ipad) and SHA − 1(P ⊕ opad) 2 and then use such value for c times, In so doing, an attacker is able to avoid 50% of the operations involved in the key derivation process[3].

Algorithm Primitives:

Constant Parameters:

| s = Salt    | m = number of Iterations in the Initial step | k = Second step state |
| p = password | n = number of rounds                        | Q = Initial Vector    |
| R = Initial step result | F = final result                           | x = SHA-256(p||p.length||s.length||s) = Key Generation |

Overview:

TOHA-256 operates on 32-bit words and return 256-bit hash value, TOHA function will take some arguments to work, for starter the initialization vector that denoted by \( Q \) will be the same initialization value (IV) of SHA-256.

\[
Q_0 = 0x6a09e667 \quad Q_1 = 0xbb67ae85 \quad Q_2 = 0x3c6e4ff7 \quad Q_3 = 0xa54ff53a \\
Q_4 = 0x510e527f \quad Q_5 = 0x9b05688c \quad Q_6 = 0x1f83d9ab \quad Q_7 = 0xb0c7295b
\]

Variables:

The \( x \) constant will be the generated key that will enter the TOHA function in other words the user password will not be entered directly to the function it will be combined with a salt and then will be suited to be used in the function.

The \( k \) variable will hold the states that required to be used in the second step and this state will be generated randomly in the first step.

The \( m \) constant will be the number of iteration in the initial step.

The \( n \) constant will be the number of rounds in the second step.
The $R$ variable will be the final result of the initial step and it will be entered directly to be the seed of the second step along with the $k$ variable.

The $F$ variable will be the final result that you can use in your application.

**Operations:**

- $\oplus$: Bit-wise exclusive OR
- $||$: Concatenation
- $<<<$: left-rotation (shift by one)

**TOHA in memory:**

The value we use in memory in this mode of operation is the array $K$ that hold the states that required in the second step and it filled with data over and over again.

\[
k[0] = H_1[\ll<];
\]

for $i$ from $1$ to $n$

\[
k[0] = H_2(m \ast 2||x||R^k[\ll<])^1, H_2(m \ast 2||k[y]||R^k[\ll<])^2, \ldots, H_2(m \ast 2||k[y]||R^k[\ll<])^{n-1}
\]

Where $x$ is the result from the first step and $k[y]$ is the result of each round of the second step.

We have two type of the indexing functions $\emptyset()$:

- Independent of the password and salt but depends on other public parameters that is available in the scheme, the memory addresses can be computed by the adversary, we assume that the cracking machine handle parallel memory access, so an adversary can fetch the results and implements a time space tradeoff, then he can compute the missing block, but then the round function calls will occupy the area to the $\beta$ of the entire memory, where $C(\alpha)$ will be the core needed to implement Fig 1.

\[
\varepsilon(\alpha) = \frac{1}{\alpha + C(\alpha)\beta}
\]

- Dependent of the password, if an adversary got this data without the other parameters in this case $\emptyset(i) = H_1(p)^1, \ldots, H_1(p)^{m-1}$, so he will be able to re-compute the missing data, the adversary has the primary information to get the results, but he will be missing one elements and that’s time, if we think about the calls as tree of $A$ the average depth $B$, then the total computation time will be multiplied by $B$ Fig 2.

\[
\varepsilon(\alpha) = \frac{1}{\alpha + C(\alpha)\beta B(\alpha)}
\]

**Algorithm Specifications:**
Initial Step:
In the initial step we will try to shuffle the bytes and make a diffusion layer to the key and generate a key and some other states to be used in the second step, the hash we use in this step is SHA-256, and it works as follow, the key will be xored with the Q (initialization value) and the result will be concatenated with the m variable as a counter and then will be injected into the hash function, the result will be xored again with the key and concatenated again with m variable and injected to the hash function, after two steps the result will be injected into a shift Column function and that will shift the result one step to the left side and the result of the function will be the state K that will be used in the round function, after this the result will complete the cycle until we reach the end of the m variable without using the shift column function ever again Fig 1.

Second Step:
In the second step we will try to make the final result to be stored as the user password, this step will slow up the generation of the hashed value, the hash we use in this step is BLAKE [5] And it works as follow, the result generated from the previous step will be xored first with the K state and the result will be xored with the key but this result will be updating the K state to be used in the remaining steps, after this the 2 results will be concatenated with the m variable times 2, after every cycle of the round function the result will be injected into mix rows function and these steps will be done until we reach the end of n variable Fig 2.

Fig 1 – Initial step

Fig 2 – Second Step (round function)
Salt Generation:

Salt is a pseudo random data it’s used to give additional security for passwords schemes, and to be more specific to defend against generic attacks such dictionary or pre-computed rainbow tables, TOHA is using 128-bit random values, we used version 4 of UUID to achieve pseudo randomness, the number of random version 4 UUIDs which need to be generated in order to have 50% of probability of at least on collision is 2.71 quintillion computed as follows: 

\[ n \cong \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} \times \ln(2) \times 2^{122} = 2.71 \times 10^{18}. \]

Round Function:

1. \( R \oplus k[<<] \)
2. \( R \oplus x \)
3. \( k[y] \rightarrow R \oplus x \)
4. \( F((m \times 2) || R \oplus x || R \oplus k[y]) \)
5. \( Mix \ Rows \ (output) \quad Fig\ 3 \)

Number of rounds:

The number of rounds are defined by the user, we gave the ability to change the parameters as per requirements and we will give the best parameters to use in the “Recommended parameter section”.

Crypto Analysis:

General Security Definition:

Definition: An attack on a hash function is a non-generic method of distinguishing the hash function from an ideal hash function [6], the core function of TOHA is using hash function in its internal process. So it’s important to define the ideal hash function, an ideal hash function is one that maps the set of actual key values to the table without any collisions. But that’s just a theoretical approach.

Randomness, Preimage/Collision Resistance:

A preimage of a given hash value, H, is any message, M, such that Hash(M) = H, Preimage resistance describes the security guarantee that given a random hash value, an attacker will never find a preimage of that hash value [7]. These three properties which define the security of hash algorithms, and we are trying to perform a large amount of computation to achieve randomness besides that the password is already hidden from the attacker and the number of states that been choose randomly to make it hard to do these kind of attacks.
Compute Time Cost:

TOHA is a sequential function so we are calling the hash algorithm sequentially, the attacker is forced to spend a comparable time computing the result of the hash function, TOHA is not relaying on XOR operations only because this can be distributed and parallel computation could be used to quick up the process, since XOR is not the only process the attacker is forced to calculate the result sequentially even on a custom ASIC.

Cycle Detection [11]:

Cycle detection it’s an algorithmic step for finding sequence in the given values, let’s assume infinite set \( \{x_i = F(x_{i-1}) \mid i > 0 \} \) where F is a function that maps a finite set N to itself if we used initial value \( x_0 \) in N F is expected to have collision \( F(x) = F(x') \) where \( x \neq x' \) we tried to use Floyd’s two finger algorithm for detecting if there are any collision, the algorithm work as follows: you have two pointers one of them run at normal speed \( (x \rightarrow f(x)) \) and the other at double speed \( (x \rightarrow f(f(x'))) \) until they collide. In TOHA we used the initial step to prepare the inputs and the states to ensure that there is no duplication and make sure that the values will not be repeated twice.

Side channel attacks:

Cache and Timing attacks [7]:

Depending on the platform, different execution times. This could lead to timing attacks or to cache timing attacks, either way we have two arrays one for holding the k state and the other for the results of the initial step, the k array will be overwritten many times in the second step and the R array will be injected as the seed for the second step therefore even if an attacker has a copy of the value he can’t get around because the value it’s not dependent on the password alone.

Slide attack [8]:

The attack relied on the fact that the cipher has identical sub keys in each round, typical approach to defend against slide attack is to introduce different state every round, and in TOHA we are providing different state in the round function, and if there is any slide change it will result a different output.

Length extension attack:

The length extension attack is an attack based on a vulnerability on hash functions, basically it will allow an attacker to append a value of his choice and generate a valid digest without the knowledge of the secret values that already been calculated \( \text{result} = H(\text{secret} || \text{value}) \), and lets add \( m' \) where this value is the value that the attacker want to append \( \text{result}' = H(\text{secret} || \text{value}) || m' \) and strangely enough \( \text{result} = \text{result}' \) and this done by trying to get the calculated digest and trying to get the hash function end with the same state and the hash function will pick up where it left off and generate a new value as the new digest. This attack does not apply to TOHA for many reasons, you can’t end up with the same state because of the input of the number of bits hashed so far to the compression function that BLAKE [5] uses which simulates a specific output function for the last message block, beside
in TOHA construction password it’s not the only input to the function it will require other arguments for that it’s feasible to apply length extension attack for it. And mostly length extension attack PADDING that consist only from the bits defined by the padding rule of that hash function [9].

**Results:**

Let’s assume we have this password: **toha-256**:

\[ t0%MzNmOOfhNDbhNGU2NDRjNkwNjFtYzM0Y2FhYWozYzc \]

\[ = rtnySl6Fmc1N3/Nipdc/9jfmXKj30/3Af20kQH/mo0 = \]

its consist of 3 groups separated by $\$, first group it’s just an indication for TOHA Function, second group is the salt, third group is the hashed key.

**Using TOHA:**

TOHA function can be used as a key derivation function (KDF) to derive a key from a password and its suitable to be used for generating 256-bit keys to be used for example in a symmetric encryption schemes, another use of TOHA is to store passwords in a hashed format to prevent hackers to get the actual passwords from the databases, and prevent some generic attacks like rainbow tables and dictionary attacks, TOHA can be used also in generating session keys and verifying them from a master token.

**Recommended Parameters:**

We recommend using at least 6 characters password and if you used passphrase instead of normal password that will be much better, for the \( m, n \) variable we suggest using \( 2^{15} \) value and above for both and the more you increased the value TOHA will take time to generate your key and it will give you more security.

**Implementation:**

implementation code is available on the following website: almorabea.net/toha

**Conclusion:**

We presented TOHA as password hardened function that allow users to define the amount of memory and rounds according to their need and resources in the target platform, we tried to make it hard for an attacker to use parallel implementation to speed up the process of cracking the target password, also we tried to cover some attacks like side channel attacks and more... and in TOHA you can generate set of keys for a single password to be used in other purposes.
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